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1...FIRE               DE ROSA CENTER         013110
Officers responded to a report of tree on fire. Officer reported the tree was extinguished upon arrival.

2...UNIVERSITY REG     MC CONCHIE HALL      013110
Staff reported seeing marijuana when walking by a room in the residence hall. Officers initiated a report for judicial review.

3...FIELD INTERVIEW    SOUTH CAMPUS         013110
Officer were flagged down on a report of a domestic violence situation. Officer made contact and reported they were having an argument but the confrontation was not physical.

4...UNIVERSITY REG     GRACE COVELL          013110
Staff reported the smell of marijuana. Officer responded and initiated a report for judicial review.

5...SCAVAGING          BROOKSIDE HOUSE       013110
Officer responded to a report of a male subject going through the dumpster. Officer made contact and cited and revoked the subject.

6...CASUALTY           COWELL WELLNESS        020110
Officers requested for a medical transport for a student feeling ill. Officer responded and determined subject will be transported by a friend.

7...ALCOHOL ARREST     CCI                   020110
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male subject. Officer made contact and arrested the subject for public intoxication.

8...VANDALISM          OFF CAMPUS            020110
Officer responded to a report of vandalism that occurred off campus. Officer initiated a report.

9...FORCIBLE SEX OFFENSE PUBLIC SAFETY  020210
Officer met with a female subject reporting being the victim of a sexual assault that occurred in 2008 by a subject she had been dating at the time. Officer initiated a report.
10...THEFT                      MC CAFFREY CENTER 020310
Victim reported her bicycle stolen over winter break. Officer initiated a report.

11...CASUALTY                  SCHOOL OF ED 020310
Officers and medics responded to a report of a female subject having a seizure. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

12...FORCIBLE SEX OFFENSE     PUBLIC SAFETY 020310
Victim came to Public Safety to report being sexually assaulted by an acquaintance. The assault occurred in the fall of 2009 at a residence hall. Officer interviewed victim and initiated a crime report.

13...WELFARE CHECK            OFF CAMPUS 020310
Officer responded to an off campus address to conduct a welfare check on a female student. Officer made contact and reported the subject was fine and advised to contact concerned family.

14...DUI ARREST               PACIFIC AVE 020310
Officer initiated a vehicle stop. Officer determined the driver was DUI and requested CHP respond. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 10:26 P.M. Driver was transported to the county jail.

15...UNIVERSITY REG           CASA JACKSON 020510
Officers responded to a report of marijuana coming from one of the rooms. Officer initiated a report for judicial review.

16...FORGERY                   FINANCE CENTER 020510
Officers responded to a report of a counterfeit bill. Officer initiated a report.

17...WARRANT ARREST           PACIFIC AVE 020510
Officers responded to a report of a female screaming for help when pushed into the roadway by a male subject. Officers contacted both subjects and the male was arrested for an outstanding warrant. Subject was transported to the county jail.

18...THEFT                     FAYE SPANOS 020510
Victim reported both tires stolen from her bicycle. Officer responded and initiated a report.

19...UNIVERSITY REG            MC CAFFREY CTR APTS 020510
Officers responded to a report of an unregistered party with underage drinking and residents not complying.
20...NOISE COMPLAINT     DAVE BRUBECK     020610
Officers responded to a report of subjects yelling in the street. Officers advised accordingly.

21...UNIVERSITY REG     SOUTHWEST HALL     020610
Officers reported smelling marijuana while on foot patrol. Officer initiated a report for judicial review.

22...NOISE COMPLAINT     QUADS     020610
Officers responded to three noise complaints in the area from the event at Raymond Lodge. Officers reported the crowd is disbursing from the event.

23...VEHICLE ACCIDENT     LOT 7     020610
Officers responded to a report of a friend’s vehicle had rolled into another vehicle while they were attending a wedding.